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Welcome to Hierophant, a puzzle game for Windows 3.1 and Windows 95.

Hierophant is freeware. You may use it for as long as you wish without payment, and 
without having to register. You may redistribute it without restriction except:

• No files in the distribution may be altered.
• Hierophant may not be included in for-profit program collections and compilations, 

whether on magnetic disk or CD-ROM or any other medium.

Hierophant is a copyrighted product of:

AHA! Software Inc.
1915 Casa Marcia Cr.
Victoria, BC V8N 2X4
Canada

Limited technical support for Hierophant is available by email to: ssv@islandnet.com

AHA!'s Family Games Web Center
http://www.familygames.com/

We hope you enjoy playing Hierophant. We would also to like to suggest that you visit 
our Family Games Web Center to sample its various amusements and entertainments, 
and to check out our shareware games, which include:

Santa's Secret Valley
A light-hearted graphical adventure with a Christmas theme. Can you rescue 
Santa's magic items? Entertaining puzzles, a Christmas trivia quiz, delightful music
and artwork make SSV a treat for just about anyone. Ideal for kids and grown-ups 
to work on together!

Uncle Julius and the Anywhere Machine
Another non-violent graphical adventure for all ages. This one takes you into the 
wild world of that noted scientist and adventurer, Uncle Julius. Uncle Julius has 
invited you to visit, but you arrive to find that he has vanished, leaving an 
enigmatic note as your only clue. You'll have to attempt a rescue, but there are one 
or two complications. For starters, he's in another dimension...

Twisted Tails
Old-time fairy tales are given a hilarious new twist by inserting random words, 
phrases and names into the traditional story framework. Fun for the whole family; 
great language work-out for younger players. Illustrated! Animated! Educational 
fun! Exercise your creativity, or just sit back and laugh! For children and adults.
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